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I usually prefer short titles. But for today’s talk, a much longer title popped into my mind 

that set forth quite well the ideas I wanted to develop: “1812: A War That Need Not Have Been 

Fought, Might Well Have Been Lost--and Shaped America’s National Development in 

Numerous Very Important Ways.”  

I 

To understand the War of 1812, context is absolutely essential. America’s second war for 

independence, as it is often called, stemmed directly from the wars of the French Revolution and 

Napoleon--1792 to 1815. These wars differed significantly from the chessboard engagements of 

the eighteenth century age of limited war. The French Revolution injected the twin forces of 

ideology and nationalism into traditional European power struggles. The belligerents mobilized 

their entire populations, not simply to defeat but to destroy their enemies, creating mass citizen 

armies that fought with a new patriotic zeal. This first modern war began in Europe but in time 

spread across much of the world. The European wars caused the War of 1812; they provided a 

major reason why the United States got out of it in one piece. 

For the United States, less than two decades old, still, relatively speaking, quite weak, 

bitterly divided internally, its political institutions as yet not fully formed, the European struggle 

presented huge opportunities-- and grave dangers. The war opened up a vast, profitable, U.S. 

trade with all belligerents, thus, in Thomas Jefferson’s words, allowing it to “fatten on the follies 

of the Old World.” But a highly vulnerable United States enjoyed precious little margin for 

safety. The great powers treated the new nation as a pawn in their struggle. Viewing it as weak 

and unreliable, neither Britain nor France wanted it as an ally. Each sought, rather, a benevolent 

U.S. neutrality that offered them advantages that would be denied to their enemy. They 

expressed contempt for America’s claims of a neutral right to trade with both sides and insulate 

itself against the war. They blatantly interfered in U.S. internal politics through bribery, 

intimidation, and the threat of force. During the first phase of the European war, from 1793 to 

1801, the United States had maintained a precarious neutrality, surviving a war scare with Britain 

in 1793-94 and a quasi war with France in 1798-99. In the process, it prospered economically, 

solidified its control of territory between the Appalachians and the Mississippi River, and began 

to stabilize its institutions. 
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After a short respite, an armed truce in fact, the European War entered an even more 

desperate phase, a struggle for survival not to be resolved until Napoleon’s defeat at Waterloo in 

1815. During much of this time, Britain and France were locked in a titanic standoff, France 

dominating the continent of Europe, Britain controlling the seas. Unable to defeat Napoleon on 

land, the British sought to subdue him through a naval blockade that would starve France into 

submission. Napoleon in turn tried to defeat that “nation of shopkeepers” he so despised through 

a network of blockades designed to strangle its economy. This new phase of the war presented 

even more deadly challenges to the United States. Dependent on trade with Europe for its 

survival, much less prosperity, the United States was caught between what Jefferson called the 

“tyrant of the ocean” and the “scourge of the land.” Its ships were subject to seizure by either of 

the belligerents wherever they sought to go.  

During the first phase of the European war, the United States had profited by taking over 

commerce between the belligerents’ colonies and the metropoles, a trade that in 1805 made up 

two-thirds of America’s total. Viewing this trade as threatening to its war against Napoleon, 

Britain in 1805 set out to stop it through Orders in Council that made U.S. merchant ships 

subject to seizure. The British orders threatened to destroy the commerce upon which U.S. 

prosperity depended. 

A much more touchy issue was British impressment of American sailors, allegedly 

deserters, from U.S. ships. Usually portrayed as a ruthless British assault on innocent Americans, 

the issue was much more complex. Britain adhered to the doctrine of indefeasible allegiance--a 

person born under its flag could not legally change citizenship. Once an Englishman, always an 

Englishman. The United States encouraged such changes by making naturalization easy. Under 

the laws of each nation, therefore, a person could be a citizen of both at the same time. The 

United States did not dispute Britain’s right to search its merchant vessels for deserters in British 

ports. Britain did not claim the right to search men of war anywhere or U.S. merchant vessels in 

neutral ports. But the United States--alone among nations--asserted that Britain could not search 

its merchant vessels on the high seas, a claim Britain flatly rejected. 

This issue touched vital interests and deep-seated emotions on both sides. Britain’s 

survival hinged on the Royal Navy which depended on an ample supply of seamen. Manpower 

was chronically short, a situation made worse by wholesale desertion of British sailors to U.S. 
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ships. Thousands eagerly fled to a merchant marine where working conditions were far better 

and pay as much as five times higher. Some U.S. ship captains openly enticed British sailors. As 

many as half of the men employed in the U.S. merchant marine were British. Britain found this 

intolerable at a time when its very survival was at stake. 

Had Britain exercised some discretion in implementing impressment, conflict might have 

been mitigated, but responsibility rested with officers of the Royal Navy for whom restraint was 

not a trait highlighted on resumes. Desperate for seamen, they cared little about American 

sensitivities. British ships hovered off the U.S. coast, imposing a virtual blockade of many ports, 

a practice that galled an independent--and insecure--people. Ship captains often did not bother to 

investigate whether men impressed were in fact deserters--or even British citizens. Between 

three and six thousand innocent Americans were pressed into British service from 1803 to 1812. 

Sometimes overzealous captains exceeded bounds recognized by both nations, stopping and 

searching U.S. naval vessels or merchant ships in American waters. Americans thus viewed 

impressment as an affront to the dignity of a free nation and an assault on basic human rights. To 

surrender on the issue could wreck the merchant marine upon which their prosperity depended. 

The rigid position assumed by the United States left Britain no means to recover the thousands of 

sailors who deserted. 

Attitudes on both sides of the Atlantic made deep seated conflicts of interest impossible 

to resolve. Engaged in a desperate struggle against Napoleonic tyranny, the British saw 

themselves defending the liberties of the “free world,” (a Cold War phrase they actually used). 

They deeply resented U.S. interference with what they considered essential measures of war. 

They dismissed America’s insistence on neutral rights as Francophilia in disguise or the product 

of a grasping desire to profit at the expense of a nation fighting for its life. Outraged Britons 

expressed open contempt for the Americans, “less popular among us than the base and bigoted 

Portugeze, or the ferocious and ignorant Russians,” a leading newspaper proclaimed. “Damned 

rascals--convicts... for the most part, piebald mongrels for the rest. Disloyal--hang the whole lot 

of them, the whole shooting match,” a fictitious British admiral exclaims in a Patrick O”Brian 

novel. Britons also minimized the threat of retaliation from “a nation three thousand miles off--

scarcely held together by the weakest government in the world.” Americans from Jefferson down 

failed to comprehend the extent to which the European war dominated British policy, ascribing 

its harsh maritime measures to vengeance or sheer greed . A powerful residue of Anglophobia 
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left from the Revolution deepened as the crisis intensified. Outraged by British insults to their 

honor and independence as a nation, Americans insisted on demands London could not possibly 

meet, placing the two nations on a collision course.  

An incident off the coast of Virginia in June 1807 drove them to the brink of war. The 

frigate U.S.S. Chesapeake had taken on board a number of British deserters, some of whom had 

flaunted their new status before their former officers on the streets of Norfolk. An enraged 

British naval commander, Adm. Sir George Berkeley, ordered a tough response. When the USS 

Chesapeake passed into international waters en route to the Mediterranean, the HMS Leopard 

opened fire. The outmanned, unprepared, and totally unsuspecting U.S. ship surrendered without 

a fight. The British took four men, one a deserter, the others impressed Americans who had fled 

British service. Americans reacted with blind rage. Mass meetings in seaboard cities demanded 

satisfaction. Angry mobs attacked British sailors and in Philadelphia destroyed a British ship. 

“This country has never been in such a state of excitement since the battle of Lexington,” 

president Thomas Jefferson exclaimed.  

If ever there were two nations whose interests demanded the avoidance of war, it was the 

United States and Britain at this time. Britain had its hands full in Europe and did not need 

another war, even against the relatively weak United States. Canada was vulnerable to U.S. 

meddling, it not outright invasion. The United States, to put it kindly, was not prepared for war. 

Party divisions were still acute. War could threaten U.S. growth, especially its vast, unsettled 

territory, if not indeed its very existence. 

So what did the two nations proceed to do? They stumbled and bumbled into a war that 

neither could really afford and neither, ultimately, could win, Britain largely through arrogance 

and indifference, the United States through hypersensitivity and misplaced idealism. It provides a 

textbook example of how not to deal with other nations in a crisis situation. 

Britain persisted in treating the United States as a pesky sideshow. Absorbed in the 

European struggle, it paid little attention to its former colony. Certain that the U.S. was weak and 

would not go to war, it refused any concessions until too late. Even on the Chesapeake affair, 

where it was plainly in the wrong, it showed “contemptuous indifference” by taking four years to 

apologize! London also sent a succession of inept diplomats to Washington, a position most 

Britons then considered a hardship post. One of its appointees was so eager to settle with the 
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United States that he exceeded his instructions and was subsequently repudiated and recalled, 

infuriating the U.S. government. His successor, from the moment he touched upon U.S. soil, 

went out of his way to insult his host country, among other things, referring to President James 

Madison as a “plain and rather mean-looking man” and his wife, the estimable Dolley, as “fat 

and forty but not fair.” Needless to say, this hostile “diplomat” enraged Americans against 

Britain. 

The United States had a weak hand in the crisis of 1807-1812--and played it poorly. 

Following the Chesapeake affair, Jefferson rejected both diplomacy and war. He placed his faith, 

instead, in what he called “peaceable coercion,” economic sanctions in the form of a total 

embargo on goods shipped to both France and England. Jefferson believed that England 

depended on U.S. products and was therefore vulnerable and that Americans would willingly 

accept sacrifices to their personal interests to serve broader national interests. He was wrong on 

both counts. The embargo served Napoleon’s needs by denying Britain U.S. products. Britain 

was in no mood to make concessions and was helped by having warehouses full of American 

products at this time. Americans had long before developed smuggling into an art form and 

fiercely resisted what they saw as infringements on their liberties. Jefferson implemented harsh 

punitive measures to enforce the embargo, provoking furious protests. “Damnbargo,” they called 

it, or they reversed the letters of the word to make “ograbme,” a reference to federal enforcers. 

Jefferson was even compared to his arch nemesis, George III. Madison, his protÃ©gÃ© and 

successor, clung stubbornly to his mentor’s failed policies through such modifications of the 

embargo as--this one always brings muffled snickers from students--the Non-Intercourse Act, 

and Macon’s Bill Number 2 (noteworthy because apparently there was no Bill No. 1).  

The threat of Indian warfare on the frontier, which Americans conveniently blamed on 

Britain, fanned a martial spirit. The onslaught of U.S. expansion put the traditional culture of 

Northwestern Indians under full assault. In 1805, a Shawnee and reformed drunkard took the 

name Tenskwatawa (he was also known as the Prophet) and started a movement to restore old 

ways--and stand up against U.S. expansion. His half-brother, Tecumseh, undertook the even 

more ambitious goal of rallying northern and southern Indians into a confederacy to resist the 

United States. Americans could not accept the legitimacy of Indian grievances without admitting 

their own guilt. Violence erupted across the frontier, leading to heavy fighting and the fear of 

general war. Americans blamed Britain for a problem largely of their own making. 
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Ironically, just as the war spirit surged in the United States, Britain moved toward 

concessions. Over time, the embargo did work hardships, especially among the new and 

increasingly influential manufacturing groups. In the spring of 1812, London ordered its ships to 

stay clear of the U.S. coast and refrain from attacking its ships. In late June, it revoked the 

obnoxious orders in council. Because of slow communications, Americans did not learn of them 

until two months after they had declared war. Madison later claimed that the United States would 

not have gone to war if it had known of the British decision. Perhaps, then, it was a war that need 

not have been fought. 

Or not. Economic problems in the South and West had provoked a war fever. Years of 

British affronts had created among many Americans profound anger and humiliation, leading 

them to conclude that war was the only means to regain their self-respect. The party of Jefferson 

had come to believe that the Republican experiment itself was at stake and could only be saved 

by war. Young congressmen such as Henry Clay and John C. Calhoun saw war not only as a way 

to restore their dignity but also to achieve expansionist aims, namely Spanish Florida and British 

Canada.”I verily believe,” Clay boasted to Madison with more boldness than wisdom, “that the 

militia of Kentucky alone are competent to place Upper Canada at your feet.” On June 17, 1812, 

in the narrowest vote ever taken on a declaration of war, closely following party and sectional 

lines, Congress approved war against Britain. In a classic case of flea against elephant, it 

narrowly rejected war with France as well. 

II 

Having stumbled rather blindly into war, the United States waged that war in its initial 

stages with rank incompetence. To say that America was ill prepared for war is to understate. 

Once in power, the Jeffersonians had put their visceral anti-militarism into practice, sharply 

reducing the size of the regular army and navy, drastically cutting back military appropriations, 

and relying mainly on harbor defense, small gunboats, and the militia for national defense. Even 

as they cried out for war in 1811-1812, the Republicans repeatedly voted against measures to 

prepare for war! 

Thus when war came the nation was grossly unready. Small in stature and 

unprepossessing in appearance, Madison was sometimes called a “half a cake of soap.” A 

brilliant political philosopher and Congressional strategist, he was not a strong leader in peace, 
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much less war. There was no strategy for the war and no was assigned to frame a strategy. The 

ragtag regular army consisted of only 7,000 men, more officers than soldiers. It was led by a 

cohort of oversized and under-talented generals who were both superannuated and 

inexperienced, an odd and deadly combination: the somnolent William Hull, who had so little 

lust for combat that he tried to decline his command, Henry Dearborn, called “granny” by his 

troops, and even the notorious scoundrel James Wilkinson, who never saw a scam or conspiracy 

he didn’t like, and who Forrest Gump-like, after bungling his assignment in New Orleans turned 

up on the northern front. Clay’s much ballyhooed militia was small in numbers and poorly 

trained, organized, and equipped. The nation had no central bank and no ready means to raise the 

revenues required for war. It borrowed from rich citizens like John Jacob Astor and enacted tax 

legislation that Grover Norquist would have applauded. Perhaps most dangerous, predominantly 

Federalist New England was pro-British and had consistently and heatedly opposed Republican 

war policies, even including the vote for war. It would obstruct Madison’s waging of the war to 

the point of refusing to send its militia beyond state borders and vigorously trading with the 

enemy. There was even talk of secession. 

It should come as no surprise then that in the first phase of the war the United States 

suffered humiliating defeats. “O, Canada” goes the first line of our northern neighbors national 

anthem. It might also have been the theme song of U.S. War Hawks in 1812. From the birth of 

the nation through George W. Bush, Americans have believed that other peoples wanted to be 

just like them, indeed part of them, and that when they invaded other countries the people being 

invaded would happily join the invaders. Canada was the only place the United States could hurt 

Britain. It provided a means to get leverage on Britain; some considered it a possible addition to 

the Union. It was assumed to be an easy mark. “We can take Canada without soldiers,” the 

Secretary of War proclaimed. It was a “mere matter of marching,” Jefferson added. So it had 

been in 1776 and so it was in 1812. But most Canadians had not rallied to the U.S. side in 1776 

and they would not do so in 1812. Under strong leadership, they fought well. When a small force 

of British regulars and Canadian militia threatened a U.S. fort at Detroit the hapless Hull 

surrendered without firing a shot. A sizeable force of Kentucky militia marched into what is now 

northern Indiana--then turned around and went home. Canadians and Indians massacred 

Americans at Fort Dearborn, now Chicago. Another force of Kentuckians was massacred at the 
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River Raisin. By the end of 1812, about one-half of the Old Northwest was back in British hands. 

In the East, a force tasked to secure the Niagra peninsula was defeated at Queenston. 

The United States found victory--and inspiration--only on the high seas against the 

world’s greatest navy. In August 1812, after thirty minutes of heavy fighting in the North 

Atlantic, the U.S.S. Constitution, commanded by Isaac Hull (William’s more capable nephew) 

defeated the British ship Guerriere, a glorious--and totally unanticipated--victory. (To 

commemorate the event on August 19 of this year, Old Ironsides sailed into the Atlantic on a 

short cruise.) The U.S. Navy won other victories, far more important as morale builders than as 

strategic game changers. 

The United States achieved some success on land in 1813. In April, Americans raided 

York (now Toronto), the capital of Upper Canada, looting and burning the public buildings, even 

stealing gold and silver from a church. Newly appointed Lake Erie naval commander, Oliver 

Hazard Perry, built on site and from scratch a sizeable fleet and in early September defeated 

British forces on the lake in close-range fighting, gaining U.S. control of a crucial body of water. 

“We have met the enemy and they are ours,” Perry informed Gen. William Henry Harrison. 

Perry’s victory helped Harrison defeat a major British-Indian force and kill Tecumseh on the 

Thames River in early October. With the war cry “Remember the Raisin,” Kentuckians this time 

established a reputation for ferocity. They wore war paint and carried--and used--scalping 

knives. A British soldier described them as “wretches capable of the greatest villainies.” When 

Americas complained that British use of the Indians led to atrocities, the British retorted, so 

what, the Americans used Kentuckians. Col. Richard Johnson parlayed the killing of Tecumseh 

into the vice-presidency in 1836 with the campaign slogan: “Rumpey dumpey, rumpey dumpey, 

Richard Johnson killed Tecumseh.” Yet these victories produced only marginal strategic gains 

and at the end of 1813 victory in the war for the Americans was as elusive as ever. 

By the spring of 1814, the United States was once again imperilled. The most ominous 

news came from Europe where in April Napoleon abdicated, ending, at least temporarily, the 

European war. This left Britain free to focus on the upstart Yanks. Many Britons salivated at the 

prospect. “Chastise the Savages!,” the London Times thundered. A Canadian editor even 

proposed that, after beating the colonies, Britain might, out of generosity, keep a few of them to 

teach them good government. The British planned to shift major forces to America and then 
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mount a three-pronged offensive to win the war. One prong would move down Lake Champlain 

into Vermont and New York to separate the Northeast from the rest of the country. As a 

diversion, a second offensive would advance up the Chesapeake Bay. A third “prong” would 

invade New Orleans to “plug” the Mississippi River and perhaps even detach the Louisiana 

Purchase territory from the United States.  

Now fighting for its very existence, the United States continued to face huge problems at 

home. The British still held big chunks of the Old Northwest. The Royal Navy blockaded the 

Atlantic Coast, and sent raiding parties into towns and cities to plunder and terrorize the 

population. The United States was nearly bankrupt, and could not get loans at home and abroad. 

New England had reached the point of discussing secession. 

The United States in late 1814 managed to save the day and salvage a (very welcome) tie, 

which, though the wonders of myth-making, was in time transformed into a glorious triumph 

against the world’s greatest power. It did this, first, by winning hugely significant military 

victories. Britain’s eastern offensive depended upon control of Lake Champlain. In August 1814, 

The U.S. Navy, as at Lake Erie, constructed a fleet from local timbers and literally from scratch 

in less then four weeks. On September 11, the British invaders attacked the new U.S. ships 

anchored at Plattsburgh. Thirty-year old Captain Thomas Macdonough, a veteran of the North 

African campaigns, gave a rousing signal to fight: “Impressed seamen call on every man to do 

his duty.” The fighting was brutal--Macdonough himself was twice knocked unconscious, once 

by the head of a decapitated sailor. The U.S. ships destroyed the entire British fleet. Without 

control of Lake Champlain and with winter not far away, the British commander, to the 

consternation of many of his officers and men, pulled back into Canada. One prong thwarted! 

Britain’s Chesapeake offensive initially fared better. The bay area and the city of 

Washington were sparsely defended. The first resistance came at Bladensburg, Maryland, where 

the American militia ran so fast that the “fight” became known as the Bladensburg Races. 

Madison and his entourage fled to Virginia, leaving dinner on the White House table. Dolley did 

manage to save a treasured portrait of George Washington. After feasting on the presidential 

dinner and toasting “Jemmy” Madison with wine they declared passable, the Brits burned the 

White House, capitol, and other buildings, allegedly in revenge for the burning of York and other 

Canadian cities, more no doubt to send the Yanks a message. According to contemporaries, the 
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flames could be seen forty miles away. British dallying in Washington gave the far more 

important commercial city of Baltimore time to prepare its defenses. The British subjected Ft. 

McHenry to heavy bombardment throughout the night of September 13-14, but it held, 

producing, of course, much celebration--and a national anthem. The Chesapeake operation was 

never intended as more than a diversion. The British withdrew. 

Skillful diplomacy in the Flemish town of Ghent also helped save the day. Peace 

negotiations began--inauspiciously for the United States--in August 1814, just as Britain took the 

offensive. The U.S. delegation was perhaps the best this nation has ever assembled: Clay; the 

experienced diplomat John Quincy Adams; and probably the most brilliant of the three, the lesser 

known, Swiss-born Albert Gallatin. (One of Gallatin’s major tasks was keeping Adams and Clay 

from each other’s throat.) Reflecting Britain’s persisting belief that the American War was a 

sideshow, its delegation was distinguished by the fact that nothing distinguished it, second 

stringers while the first team settled the affairs of Europe at Vienna. The Brits took a very hard 

line, insisting upon an Indian Buffer State that would take up much of the Old Northwest and 

control of the Mississippi River. They would retreat only to a settlement based on the uti 

possidetis, territory actually occupied at the time of peace. Looking backward rather than ahead, 

the United States demanded an end to impressment. A master card player--according to rumor 

often stumbling to bed at Ghent after a night of gambling about the time Adams rose for morning 

prayer--Clay believed the British were bluffing and persuaded his colleagues to stall. 

His high-stakes gamble paid off handsomely. With Plattsburgh and Baltimore, the U.S. 

position measurably improved. More important, luck, in the form of European events, once more 

smiled upon the United States. Renewed turmoil in Europe, especially in France, along with the 

imminent breakup of the Congress of Vienna and the possible return of Napoleon from Elba, 

forced the ministry to make hard choices. When asked to go to America, the Duke of Wellington 

warned, with all modesty, that if Europe were to erupt again in war--as, of course, it did--“there 

is nobody but myself in whom either yourselves or the country or your Allies would feel any 

confidence.” Without control of the lakes, even he could not achieve much in America, the Duke 

added. Faced with dropping its overly ambitious war aims or fighting an extended and costly 

war, the ministry chose the better part of valor. Madison had already abandoned U.S. demands 

on impressment. Clay and Adams sparred bitterly over whether to hold out for British 

recognition of U.S. control of the Mississippi or North Atlantic fisheries. Gallatin wisely 
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persuaded them to defer discussions of both to a later time. It was a “damned bad treaty,” Clay 

complained, and he feared it might hurt his political ambitions. Both sides eventually concluded 

that a “damned bad treaty” was better than none at all and settled on the basis of the status quo 

ante bellum. What one cynic called “The Treaty of Omissions,” because it settled nothing, was 

signed on Christmas Eve. The next day, the diplomats feasted on beef and plum pudding and 

toasted the unlikely duo of George III and James Madison. 

For the United States, the most memorable of the war’s battles took place after the treaty 

was signed. The third prong of Britain’s offensive targeted New Orleans, an objective that 

promised rich plunder and control of the mouth of the Mississippi River. A large and seasoned 

army freed up from Europe and led by Edward Pakenham, Wellington’s brother-in-law and one 

of his top generals, was given the assignment. Pakenham’s opposite number Andrew Jackson 

had gained fame as an Indian fighter, most recently by crushing the Creeks at Horseshoe Bend. 

Jackson gathered manpower from every conceivable source: militia from all over the southwest; 

Jean Lafitte’s pirates; freed blacks organized into segregated units; Indians; and Creoles. Post-

battle mythology credited the U.S. victory to sharpshooting riflemen from Tennessee and 

Kentucky. In fact, Jackson’s artillery decimated the British invaders, inflicting more than 2,000 

casualties in a short but decisive battle that killed Pakenham and forced a British retreat. 

Jackson’s victory is sometimes, incorrectly, minimized in strategic importance since it 

took place on January 8, 1815, after the peace had been signed. Had Pakenham taken New 

Orleans, however, the treaty might not have been approved in London. U.S. control of the 

Mississippi could have been jeopardized, the Louisiana Purchase threatened. At the very least, 

Britain might have tried to reopen negotiations. No one ever questioned the psychological 

importance of New Orleans for the United States. According to postwar legend, a motley crew of 

frontiersmen had beaten the best soldiers the world’s greatest power had to offer, thus 

reaffirming the superiority of virtuous republican militiamen over European professionals. 

Jackson emerged as the hero of the war. Americans learned of New Orleans and Ghent at about 

the same time and the effect was electric. “Never did a country occupy a more lofty ground,” a 

New England Republican proclaimed. “We have stood the contest single handed against the 

conqueror of Europe.” 
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Although it ended in stalemate and the United States achieved none of its war aims, this 

war that need not have been fought and might have been lost had huge consequences for the 

future of North America. Americans had gone to war with the idea of exploiting Canadian 

disloyalty to Britain. Frequent U.S. forays into Canada and the bitter fighting along the border, 

ironically, if not surprisingly, helped stir among Canada’s disparate population a sense of 

cohesion, even a “national idea.” On the other hand, the war sealed the fate of Native Americans, 

leaving the North and South West open to U.S. expansion. Foreign nations would never again 

intercede with Indians, leaving them at the mercy of the United States. Native Americans were 

henceforth treated more as a matter of domestic than of foreign policy. The War of 1812 opened 

the way for Indian removal and their destruction as a people. “My people are no more,” a Creek 

chief lamented after Horseshoe Bend. 

The war had huge international and domestic political consequences for the United 

States. The nation had survived a major challenge without external support, finally 

demonstrating to a skeptical Europe that hopes of its imminent collapse were unfounded. 

Henceforth, the Europeans would treat the new nation with growing, if still grudging, respect. At 

home, the Federalists were discredited for their obstructionism and talk of secession and all but 

vanished from the political scene. Embattled throughout the war, the Jeffersonian Republicans 

emerged triumphant, indeed for a time the only political party of any consequence. That party, or 

at least some of its leaders, changed significantly as a result of the war. Traditional Republican 

ideology was tempered by the exigencies of war. Chronic shortages of critical supplies helped 

convert even Jefferson to the need for manufactures. Clay went much further, henceforth 

promoting an American System that aimed at national self-sufficiency through manufactures and 

by expanding the home market through protective tariffs, a national bank, and federally financed 

internal improvements, all anathema to old Republicans. 

The main impact of the war for the United States was in the realm of the human spirit. 

From 1783 to 1815, Europeans had inflicted upon the United States repeated indignities and 

challenged its very existence as an independent nation. At home, Federalists had questioned the 

validity of republican principles and defied the government’s authority. Many Republicans 

themselves began to doubt whether a government such as theirs could survive in an unremitting-

ly hostile world. The nation’s ability to withstand the test of war--however narrowly--eased self-

doubt and sparked renewed self-confidence. The war produced a wealth of nationalist symbols, 
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“The Star-Spangled Banner,” the name Uncle Sam, if not yet the symbol, inspirational patriotic 

sayings, such as “Don’t Give Up the Ship,” “We have met the enemy....,” etc., etc. National unity 

was thereby enhanced. “They are more Americans,” Gallatin observed of his adopted 

countrymen, “they feel and act more as a nation.” The repeated embarrassments and near disaster 

that had marked the war years were forgotten. Victories over the world’s greatest power avenged 

old wrongs and spurred national pride. “We have obtained nothing but peace,” Adams averred, 

“but our honor remains unsullied, our territory entire.” “What is our present situation?” Clay 

concurred: “Respectability and character abroad--security and confidence at home.... Our 

character and Constitution are placed on a solid basis, never to be shaken.” The war that needn’t 

have been fought and could have been lost thus “passed into history not as a futile and costly 

struggle in which the United States barely escaped dismemberment and disunion, but as a 

glorious triumph in which the nation had single-handedly defeated the conqueror of Napoleon 

and the Mistress of the Seas.” 
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